
Shop Bed Sets and Bases at Divan Factory

Outlet | Up to 75% Off

At Divan Factory Outlet, we are dedicated to providing customers with a wide
range of bed sets and bases at discounted prices. As a leading bed factory outlet
in the UK, we offer a diverse selection of products to suit various preferences and
budgets.

Our collection includes ottoman divan bed sets, which provide convenient
storage solutions without compromising on style and comfort. These bed sets
feature deep ottoman storage bases, allowing you to maximize the space in your



bedroom. With easy side or end lift mechanisms, accessing your stored items
has never been easier.

For those looking for a sturdy and classic option, our platform top Divan Bed
Base are an excellent choice. These bases offer a solid foundation for your
mattress, providing optimal support and durability. Available in different sizes and
finishes, you can find the perfect platform top base to complement your bedroom
decor.

In addition to bed sets and bases, we also offer a wide range of mattresses,
headboards, and accessories to complete your sleep sanctuary. Whether you
prefer orthopaedic sprung mattresses, memory foam mattresses, or luxurious
pillow-top options, our selection caters to various comfort preferences.

With our commitment to customer satisfaction, we strive to provide exceptional
service from browsing to delivery. Our team is always ready to assist you with
any inquiries or advice you may need, ensuring a seamless shopping
experience.

Take advantage of our ongoing discounts of up to 75% off and transform your
bedroom into a haven of comfort and style. Shop online at Divan Factory Outlet
and enjoy great savings on top-quality bed sets and bases.

https://divanfactoryoutlet.co.uk/
https://divanfactoryoutlet.co.uk/


What are available sizes for the ottoman divan bed set ?



The available sizes for the ottoman divan bed sets at Divan Factory Outlet may
vary depending on the specific product. However, typically, ottoman divan bed
sets are available in standard UK bed sizes, which include-

Single: 3ft (90cm) wide
Small Double: 4ft (120cm) wide
Double: 4ft 6in (135cm) wide
King: 5ft (150cm) wide
Super King: 6ft (180cm) wide

It's important to note that the availability of sizes may vary for each specific
ottoman divan bed set model. Therefore, when browsing through our collection
on the Divan Factory Outlet website, you will be able to select the desired size
options for each product.

https://divanfactoryoutlet.co.uk/

